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‘Awesome’ day for South Africa 
as Springboks upset All Blacks

South Africa’s first win in New Zealand since 2009

GOLD COAST: Argentina scored their first win over
Australia on Australian soil in 35 years when they
downed the Wallabies 23-19 on Queensland’s Gold
Coast yesterday. After leading Australia 17-14 at the
break, the Pumas held off a spirited comeback from the
Wallabies to record a famous win.

The Wallabies scored three tries to two but were
undone by poor discipline, with Nicholas Sanchez and
Emiliano Boffelli kicking three penalties between them.
It was Argentina’s first win over the Wallabies in
Australia since 1983 and consigned the Wallabies to
their fifth loss in their last six test matches. Pumas
coach Mario Ledesma said his players had the most
difficult task in the Rugby Championship. “It’s really
difficult because we travel more than any other team,
not only (in the Rugby Championship) but in Super
Rugby too,” he said. “It’s difficult to keep that motiva-
tion going, but they do it and it’s a pleasure to work
with them.”

In a match played in perfect conditions, both teams
attempted to play attacking rugby throughout. But a
host of handling errors meant the second half in partic-
ular lacked fluency and developed into an arm-wrestle
between two evenly matched sides.

Australia had plenty of chances to win the match in
the second half but dropped the ball too many times to
let the Pumas off the hook. They should have scored
the winning try after the siren when the otherwise bril-
liant Israel Folau held onto the ball instead of passing
to an unmarked Bernard Foley three metres from the
line. Folau then lost possession when hit in a tackle by
three Argentine defenders and the match was over.

‘Lack of enthusiasm’ 
“We lacked enthusiasm in the key moments,”

Australian coach Michael Cheika said. “We had a lot of
opportunities, big overlaps, chances to score gone
because of a lack of clarity and a lack of enthusiasm.”

The first half had featured some brilliant back play
from both sides, who relished playing under clear skies
and on a perfect pitch. The Pumas opened the scoring
in just the third minute thanks to a 52-metre penalty
from fullback Boffelli. The Wallabies hit back when
scrumhalf Will Genia took an inside ball from Reece
Hodge to score beside the posts. Matt Toomua con-
verted to make it 7-3, but the Pumas hit back immedi-
ately when inside centre Jeronimo De La Fuente broke
the line and popped a ball to flyhalf Sanchez to score.
Folau then put Australia back in front with a brilliant
individual try in the corner when he beat five players
on his way to the try line. However, Argentina had the
last say of the half with a superb try of their own,
Bautista Delguy dancing through the Wallaby tacklers
to finish off a move that began on their own 22 when
flanker Pablo Matera broke the defence and charged
50 metres upfield before finding his right winger.

Delguy still had plenty to do, but he stepped off his
right foot then shrugged off the tackle of fullback Dane
Haylett-Petty to put the visitors back in front. Sanchez
kicked a penalty eight minutes after the restart to open
a six-point lead.

But the Wallabies came back to within one point
thanks to a Haylett-Petty try in the corner, before a
second monster Boffelli penalty took the score to 23-
19. Despite huge pressure from the home side, the
Pumas held on to win for the first time since beating
the Wallabies at Ballymore in Brisbane in 1983. — AFP
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WELLINGTON: The Springboks upset 36-34 win over
the world champion All Blacks was rated “awesome”
but “lucky” by the South Africans as they tempered cel-
ebrations in Wellington yesterday.

South Africa’s first win in New Zealand since 2009
left the home side to chalk up their first Rugby
Championship loss in three years. It also snapped the
visitors’ six match losing streak to the All Blacks dating
back to 2014.

New Zealand outscored the Springboks six tries to
five, but while Beauden Barrett had an off night with the
boot, South African pivot Handre Pollard was successful
with five out of six shots at goal. “I’s an awesome day
for the team and an awesome day for South Africa,”
captain Siya Kolisi said.

But coach Rassie Erasmus said his team were lucky
to win. “We could have lost it in the last few seconds,”
he said, after replacement All Black Damian McKenzie
spilled the ball a few metres short of the line in the
game’s final play.

After arriving in New Zealand on the back of losses
to Argentina and Australia, Erasmus said his squad had
lost some self-belief and a victory against the All Blacks
on their home turf was “unbelievable”. “There’s no way
we can get ahead of ourselves,” he added. “This was
one win with a bit of luck against the best team in the
world.” The All Blacks, who remain head of the table
with two rounds to play, dominated possession but
were stunned by the strong South African defence.
“Congratulations to South Africa. They played particu-
larly well and took all the chances that were there,”
coach Steve Hansen said.

“We’re obviously disappointed and there are areas
we have to work on. “Anytime you lose it hurts. The
dressing room is sombre, very quiet. but its important

we learn something, otherwise it’s waste of time.”

FIGHTBACK 
With time up, and two points in arrears, the All

Blacks aimed a series of forward drives at the line with-
out reward, and then moved the ball wide where it was
knocked on. Captain Kieran Read said there was talk on
the field about a drop goal, but the option to continue
the attack was chosen. The All Blacks were on the board
early when a neat flick pass from Beauden Barrett put
his brother Jordie over the line. Ben and Aaron Smith
combined down the right wing for the second try with
Ben Smith getting around Aphiwe Dyantyi and drawing
Willie le Roux to give Aaron Smith an open run to the
line.  Dyantyi and le Roux made immediate amends to
start the South African fightback.

First, Ben Smith had to watch Dyantyi run in for the
Springboks’ first try, then a botched quick throw in by
Jordie Barrett was snapped up by le Roux for the sec-
ond. Malcolm Marx extended the lead to 21-12 with a
try from a lineout drive and when sustained pressure by
the All Blacks produced a try to Rieko Ioane, South
Africa responded with a penalty to Pollard on the
stroke of half-time.

Immediately after the resumption, the Springboks
extended their lead to 31-17, cashing in when replace-
ment wing Cheslin Kolbe picked off a pass from Anton
Lienert-Brown to Ioane and raced 40 metres to the
line. When the All Blacks narrowed the margin to seven
points with Rieko Ioane’s second try, South Africa
countered with a second try to Dyantyi.  With the
Springbok defence frustrating New Zealand’s running
game, the home side resorted to forward power. Codie
Taylor and Ardie Savea produced late tries from lineout
drives but neither was converted. — AFP

WELLINGTON: South Africa’s Frans Malherbe (R) is tackled by New Zealand’s Jordie Barrett during the Rugby
Championship match between the New Zealand All Blacks and South Africa at Westpac Stadium in Wellington
yesterday. — AFP

LAS VEGAS: Former world welterweight champion
Floyd Mayweather said yesterday he will face Manny
Pacquiao later this year in a rematch of their 2015
superfight. In a posting on Instagram, Mayweather said
he will come out of retirement to fight Pacquiao, three
years after scoring a comfortable points victory over
the veteran Filipino.

“I’m coming back to fight Manny Pacquiao this year
another 9 figure pay day on the way,” Mayweather
wrote on Instagram. No further details were given. A
video accompanying the post showed Mayweather and
Pacquiao talking to each other at an event but their
exact exchange of words could not be heard clearly.

Mayweather earned an estimated $220 million from
his first fight with Pacquiao, which finally took place
after years of on-off negotiations. Pacquiao earned
around $100 million from the contest. 

Mayweather retired later in 2015 after his 49th vic-
tory but returned to the ring last year for a lucrative
victory over mixed martial arts star Conor McGregor.
The 41-year-old’s announcement on Saturday comes as
Las Vegas prepared to stage the biggest fight of the
year, the middleweight showdown between Gennady
Golovkin and Saul “Canelo” Alvarez.

While Mayweather’s remarks on Saturday are the
latest in a long line of mischievous social media post-
ings hinting at a comeback. Speculation about a
rematch with Pacquiao has rumbled for years. Pacquiao,
who claimed to have been hampered by an injured
shoulder in his first fight with Mayweather, has long
talked enthusiastically about a rematch.

“Mayweather? If he decides to go back to boxing
then that is the time we are going to call the shots,” he
said in July.  “I have the belt, so it’s up to him. If he
wants to come back in boxing let’s do a second one.”

Pacquiao (60-7-2, 39 knockouts) made a return to

the ring in July after a one-year absence, defeating
Argentina’s Lucas Matthysse in the seventh round in
Kuala Lumpur. — AFP
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Floyd Mayweather (left) and Manny Pacquiao.

LOS ANGELES: Unbeaten Jose Ramirez kept his
World Boxing Council junior welterweight title on
Friday with a unanimous decision win over Mexican
challenger Antonio Orozco. The 26-year-old former
American Olympian knocked down Orozco twice in
the first defence of his title in front of his home
crowd at the Save Mart Center arena in Fresno,
California.

Ramirez showed off his improved jab, throwing
over 1,000 punches as both fighters kept busy from
the opening round to the final bell. All three judges
scored it 119-107.  Ramirez improved to 23-0 with 16
knockouts as he decided to fight Orozco after his
planned fight in July against Danny O’Connor fell
through. O’Connor collapsed at the weigh-in after
struggling to make weight.

Orozco suffered the first loss of his career in his
28th fight. He came back from two knockdowns and
didn’t win hardly any rounds against Ramirez, but he
showed that he can take a punch and keep on tick-
ing. There was no feel out round in the first as both
boxers came out swinging in the centre of the ring in
front of the crowd of 14,000.  Orozco displayed little
defence in the first few rounds, allowing Ramirez to
tee off on him with straight jabs and left hooks. 

In the fourth, Ramirez knocked Orozco down
with a right hand to the head. The two were
exchanging blows in middle of ring when Ramirez
beat him to the punch and the Mexican hit the can-
vas with 67 seconds left.  Orozco went down again
with 1:13 remaining in the eighth round when
Ramirez landed a hard left hook to the body. “He is a
true warrior,” Ramirez said of Orozco. “He could
have stayed down but he decided to get up. “The
body shot, I was surprised. It was more of a flash
knockdown.” Ramirez won the tit le Terence
Crawford vacated last year by scoring an impressive
unanimous decision victory over Amir Imam in New
York at Madison Square Garden.

He recently parted ways with trainer Freddie
Roach and switched to Robert Garcia. Ramirez
believed he was not getting enough attention from
Roach and Garcia promised to make him a priority in
his stable of fighters. “Robert realized the power of
my jab,” he said. -—AFP

MONTREAL: The World Anti-Doping Agency has been
given the green light to lift its ban on Russia’s drug-tainted
testing authority after a recommendation from investiga-
tors, the global doping watchdog said Friday.

A WADA statement said its independent Compliance
Review Committee (CRC) had recommended that the
Russian Anti-Doping Agency (RUSADA) be reinstated
when the agency’s executive committee meets in the
Seychelles on September 20.

The move, which paves the way for Russian athletes to
make a full return to competition, came as a surprise. A
day earlier, Britain’s BBC published a letter from WADA’s
compliance committee recommending that the ban
remain in place.

WADA suspended the RUSADA in 2015 after declaring
it to be non-compliant following revelations of a vast,
Moscow-backed scheme to avoid drug testers. A WADA
report by Canadian lawyer Richard McLaren accused
Russian authorities of running an elaborate doping pro-
gramme with the full support of the Russian Ministry of
Sport and the Russian secret service or FSB. 

Russian officials had previously concluded that their
doping system failed, but refused to acknowledge claims
of institutional involvement. Tensions within WADA
emerged earlier this year over whether Russia had done
enough for the sanction to be lifted, with some officials
arguing it had not completed a “roadmap” to rehabilita-
tion. However WADA’s statement on Friday said its compli-
ance committee had recommended reinstating RUSADA
after reviewing a letter from the Russian Ministry of Sport.
“This letter sufficiently acknowledged the issues identified
in Russia, therefore fulfilling the first of the two outstand-
ing criteria of RUSADA’s Roadmap to Compliance,”
WADA said.

It said Russia had also agreed to provide access to data
and samples in its Moscow laboratory to WADA via an
independent expert. But the apparent WADA U-turn was
slammed by the United States Anti-Doping Agency chief
Travis Tygart, who called on the agency to make public
evidence Russia had satisfied the criteria for reinstatement.
“Frankly, it stinks to high heaven, WADA should stop the
sleight of hand and release the new Compliance Review
Committee recommendation as well as any information
received from Russia now showing they are compliant,”
Tygart said in a statement.

If RUSADA’s reinstatement is approved as expected
next week, it could have far-reaching implications across
the sports world. Most significantly, it removes a key

obstacle to lifting the suspension of Russia by the
International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF),
track and field’s global governing body.

The IAAF has taken a hardline stance on Russian ath-
letes since the scandal emerged, refusing to lift its ban
shortly before the European Championships. The IAAF has
said Russia must fulfill three criteria to be readmitted; the
reinstatement of RUSADA, provide access to doping
records at the agency’s Moscow laboratory from 2011-
2015, and payment of costs incurred by the IAAF in the
wake of the scandal.

The IAAF will review Russia’s status once more at its
council meeting in Monaco in December. On Thursday, a
group of British athletes had called on WADA to resist
pressure to lift the ban, asserting that Russia was not in
compliance.

The UK Anti-Doping Athlete Commission said in a let-
ter to WADA chief Craig Reedie that Russian readmission
would be a “a catastrophe for clean sport.” Clear divisions
within WADA came into the open at its board meeting in
Montreal in May, where members from individual sporting
bodies called for the ban to be lifted.

Patrick Baumann, a prominent member of the
International Olympic Committee, questioned whether
Russia should be suspended indefinitely. “We don’t chal-
lenge the road map, we simply question for how long we
want to follow that road map - for the next 10 years, 20
years, 30 years?” he told the meeting.

Officials in Russia meanwhile have sent mixed signals
over the country’s doping scandal. Russian President
Vladimir Putin has acknowledged doping cases but has
dismissed Grigory Rodchenkov, the whistleblower whose
revelations exposed the scandal as “an idiot” who should
not be trusted. Rodchenkov is currently living in hiding in
the United States, and has said he fears for his life. — AFP
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